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Abstract

We introduce a predictive concept recognition methodology
for description logics based on a new closed terminology
assumption. During knowledge engineering, our system
adopts the standard open terminology assumption as it au-
tomatically classifies concept descriptions into a taxonomy
via subsumption inferences. However, for applications like
configuration, the terminology becomes fixed during prob-
lem solving. Then, closed terminology reasoning is more
appropriate. In our interactive configuration application, a
user incrementally specifies an individual computer system
in collaboration with a configuration engine. Choices can be
made in any order and at any level of abstraction. We dis-
tinguish between abstract and concrete concepts to formally
define when an individual’s description may be considered
finished. We also take advantage of the closed terminology
assumption, together with the terminology’s subsumption-
based organization, to efficiently track the types of systems
and components consistent with current choices, infer addi-
tional constraints on current choices, and appropriately guide
future choices. Thus, we can help focus the efforts of both
user and configuration engine.

Introduction

In a description logic (DL), a knowledge base (KB) includes
a terminology composed of concept descriptions, plus de-
scriptions of individuals in terms of those concepts (Woods
& Schmolze 1992). Previous work in DL has not distin-
guished between knowledge engineering and problem solv-
ing phases of terminology usage. This paper pursues the
idea of closing the terminology after it is developed and
before problem solving begins. Essentially, our closed ter-
minology assumption (CTA) holds that all relevant concepts
are explicitly defined, and that every individual, once fully
specified, will correspond directly to at least one concept.
(We do not make a closed world assumption over individu-
als.) For certain applications, this CTA enables useful infer-
ences that would be impossible otherwise, e.g., we introduce
predictive concept recognition: given an individual’s unfin-
ished description and some assumptions, we show how to
ascertain not only the concepts it already instantiates, but
those it might eventually instantiate, and those it cannot.

Consider system configuration, where DL has already
found practical success (wright et al. 1993). DL is ideal
for describing artifacts such as computer systems, and for
maintaining the consistency of large configuration termi-
nologies as they evolve over time. Figure 1 shows the sys-
tem architecture we have in mind: a configuration engine,

which specializes in configuration problem solving, utilizes
a DL system to represent and reason with a KB, which con-
tains both a configuration terminology and a description of
of the individual configuration being worked on. The con-
figuration engine can make significant use of traditional DL
inferences, as well as new inferences introduced here.

The standard open terminology assumption (O-TA), which
presumes an incomplete terminology, is appropriate during
knowledge engineering when we are still constructing a do-
main model of systems, components, and related concepts.
(we coined the term eTA to describe standard practice.)
However, during a specific configuration task, CTA reason-
ing is preferable because all relevant concepts, e.g., types
of systems, are known. We will show how CTA enhances
our ability to rule out concepts that an individual cannot
instantiate, and thus draw conclusions from the remainder.
We also distinguish between abstract and concrete concepts
to formally define when an individual’s description may
be considered finished, given a closed terminology. Imag-
ine that a user incrementally specifies an individual com-
puter system, in collaboration with a configuration engine.
The configuration engine is responsible for ensuring prac-
tical choices and recommending desirable ones. In gen-
eral, choices can be made in any order and at any level
of abstraction. Hence, it may remain unclear for some
time precisely which type of system will result. We can
exploit the closed terminology and its subsumption-based
organization to (1) efficiently track the types of systems,
components, etc., that are consistent with current choices,
(2) infer constraints that follow from current choices and the
terminology’s specific contents, (3) appropriately restrict fu-
ture choices, and (4) characterize the most general choices
available for refining a particular individual’s description.
Thus, we can help focus the efforts of both user and con-
figuration engine. This work evolved from DL-based plan
recognition in the T-REX system (weida & Litman 1994;
1992). It is implemented in the X-l~P DL system (Mays,
Dionne, & Weida 1991). Further details, including proofs
of theorems, are provided in (Weida 1996).

Configuration System~

Configuration t.__,J Description Logic
Engine System
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Figure 1: Configuration System Architecture

From: AAAI Technical Report FS-96-03. Compilation copyright © 1996, AAAI (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved. 
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(def’me-pnm-concept COMPANY)

(define-prim-concept CPU)

(define-prim-concept Pasc)

(define-prim-concept RAM)

(define-prim-concept DISK)

(define-prim-concept SYST’~)

(define-prim-concept OS
SYSTEM)

(define-prim-concept UNIX
OS)

(def’me--concept IBM-CPU
(and CPU (fills vendor IBM)))

(def’me-concept PdSC-CPU
(and CPU (the technology RISe)))

(define-concept IBM-RISC-CPU
(and CPU

frills vendor IBM)
the technology RISe)))

(define-concept IBM-PROCESSOR-DEVICE
(all processor IBM-CPU))

(define-prim-concept COMPUTER-SYSTEM
(andSYSTEM

(the vendor COMPANY)
(all processor CPU)
(at-least I processor)
(all primary-storage RAM)
(at-least lprimary-storage)
(all secondary-storage DISK)
(the operating-system os)))

(define-concept UNIPROCESSOR-SYSTEM
(and COMPUTER-SYS~

(exactly 1 processor)))

(define-concept DUALPROCESSOR-SY~
(and COMPLrrFA~-SY~

(exactly 2 processor)))

(define-concept DISKI..ESS-SYSTEM
(and COMPUTER-SYSTEM

(exactly 0 secondary-storage)))

(def’me-concept RIS C-MULTIP R O CES S O R -S Y STF_~VI
(and COMPUTER-SYSTEM

(all processor RISC-CPU)
(at-least 2 processor)))

(clef’me-concept DUAL-IBM-PRO CBS S OR-SYST~--M
(and COMPUTER-SYSTEM

(all processor IBM-CPU)
(exactly 2 processor)))

(def’me-concept UNIX-RISC-SY~
(and COMPtrrER-SYSTEM

(all processor RISC-CPU)
(the operating-system UNIX)))

DIS KLE SS,-SYSTE M~

3SOR-SYSTEM)

Figure 2: Sample Concept Definitions and Taxonomy

Description Logics

DL systems reason about intensional descriptions of con-
cepts, such as COMPANY, and their instances, such as raM.
Key DL inferences include subsumption, classification, and
recognition. Concept C1 subsumes concept C2 when every
possible instance of C2 is also an instance of C1, written
C2 ~ C1. DL implementations maintain an explicit con-
cept taxonomy, where each concept subsumes its descen-
dants and is subsumed by its ancestors, without exception.
When a new concept is defined, classification automatically
integrates it into the taxonomy. The standard recognition
inference determines if individual I currently instantiates
concept C.

The K-REP DL provides a formal language for defining
concepts and individuals, where roles denote binary rela-
tions between individuals. A role’s value restriction is a
concept which constrains the range of the relationship; only
instances of the value restriction may fill the role. Cyclic de-
scriptions are forbidden. A role also has at-least and at-most
restrictions which constrain how many fillers it may have.
Restrictions on role R are referred to as value-restriction(R),
fillers(R), at.least(R), and at-most(R); they default to THING
(the universal concept), the empty set, 0, and oo, respec-
tively. A concept or individual may inherit from base con-
cepts, i.e., subsumers explicitly stated in its definition. Local
and inherited properties are combined by logical intersec-
tion. The set of roles restricted by concept or individual X,

written restricted-roles(X), is as follows, where Rx denotes
role R of X:

Definition 1 The restricted roles of concept or individual
X are the roles R of X for which vaIue-restriction(Rx) 
properly subsumed by THING, or Ifillers(Rx) I > O, or at-

least(Rx) > O, or at-most(Rx) < 
This paper uses concepts defined in Figure 2, where all

gives a value restriction. As shorthand, exactly combines
at-least and at-most restrictions of the same cardinality, and
the combines a value restriction with a cardinalityrestriction
of exactly one. The resulting taxonomy also appears in
Figure 2. Individuals such as mM are not shown. Assuming
that IBM has been defined as a COMPANY and 486DX-33MHZ-
123 as an individual PROCESSOR, the following description
of an individual COMPUTER-SYSTEM is well-formed:

(create-individual COMPLrIT.R-SYSTEM 123
(andCOMPUTER-SYStEM

(fills vendor IBM)
(fills processor 486DX-33MHz-123)))

Although its primary-storage, secondary-storage, and
operating-system roles are not yet filled, COMPtrmg-
SYSTEM123 inherits restrictions on those roles from its base
concept, coMPtny_a-SYST~,a.

COMPtrmR-SYSTEM is a primitive concept; whereas fully
defined concepts specify necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for class membership, primitive concepts specify only
necessary conditions. Primitive concepts do not subsume
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other concepts unless the subsumption is explicitly sanc-
tioned, e.g., COMPUTER-SYSTEM subsumes UNIFROCESSOR-
SYSTEM. A description’s primitiveness is characterized by
the primitive concepts among its ancestors (inclusive) in the
taxonomy:
Definition 2 The primitives of concept or individual X are
the primitive concepts in the set containing X and the tran-
sitive closure of its base concepts.

For example, both primitives(COMPtrrEg-SYSTEM) and
primitives(COMPUTER-SYSTEM123) are the set {COMFUTER-
SYSTEM, SYSTEM}.

K-PEP supports explicit declarations that sets of primitive
concepts are mutually disjoint. Our sample terminologyhas
none for brevity, but declaring suitable disjointness condi-
tions is crucial to sound knowledge engineering. Moreover,

¯ it helps to guide recognition as we shall see.

Incremental Instantiation
To help decide if an individual’s current description may
be finished, we distinguish between concrete and abstract
concepts. A similar distinction was made in configuration
work by (Kramer 1991), but we will formally define the
notion of a finished individual. Abstract concepts represent
commonality among a class of concrete concepts, e.g., an
actual system’s processor may be of type 4869x-33Mt~
which is concrete (fully specific), but not merely of type
cPv, which is abstract (too general). All concepts in Fig-
ure 2 are abstract; concrete concepts are omitted for brevity.
Figure 3 illustrates the taxonomic relationship among ab-
stract concepts (A) and concrete concepts (C); wide arrows
connect a concept to its most specific subsumer(s). Thin
dashed arrows connect individuals (I) to the most specific
concepts they instantiate. We will see that finished indi-
viduals must instantiate concrete concepts; before then they
can instantiate abstract and/or concrete concepts. We will
further characterize the abstract/concrete distinction after
introducing the helpful notion of bijective instantiation.

A bijective instantiation demonstrates that concept C ex-
plicitly accounts for each of individual/’s primitives and
role restrictions, and that I explicitly respects all of C’s
primitives and role restrictions:

Definition 3 Individual I bijectively instantiatesconcept C
iyf
1. primitives(I) = primitives(C)
2. restricted-roles(I) -- restricted-roles(C)
3. For every role R on restricted-roles(I)

(a) at-least(Ri) > at-least(Pc)
(b) at-most(Rl) <_ at-most(Pc)
(c) value-restriction(R1) =¢, value-restriction(Pc)
(d) fiIlers(Ri) D__fillers(Rc)

For example, COMPUTE~-SYSTEM123 bijectively instanti-
ates COMPUTER-SYSTEM. It inherits all of COMPUTER-
SYSTEM’S primitives and restricted roles, and does not add
any others (it just adds fillers to already restricted roles).

The distinction between concrete and abstract concepts
is characterized in terms of bijective instantiation:

13

Figure 3: Abstract / Concrete Concepts with Individuals

Definition 4 Concept C is concrete iff an individual which
bijectively instantiates C might be both complete and suB-
ciently specific for the purposes of the intended application.
In configuration, 486DX-33MHZ would be designated con-
crete, whereas more general concepts such as cPU would be
designated abstract:
Definition 5 A concept is abstract iff it is not concrete.
Like the distinction between individuals and concepts, the
distinction between concrete and abstract concepts is clear
in principle, but can be a knowledge engineering choice
in practice. The "possibility" alluded to in Definition 4 is
realized if the individual in question is also finished with
sufficient role fillers that are in turn finished:
Definition 6 Individual I is finished when
1, I bijectively instantiates a concrete concept, and
2. For every role R on restricted-roles(I)

(a) Ifillers(Xl)l > at-least(Ri)
(b) Every fiIler of R1 isfinished

Our language forbids cyclic descriptions, so Definition 6 is
well-founded.

From the DL system’s perspective, configuration con-
sists of describing a finished individual computer system.
Observe that COMPUTER-SYSTEM123 is not yet finished. To
finish it, we could add suitable role fillers that are themselves
finished, e.g., an individual operating system, so it instanti-
ates a concrete subsumee of coMptrm~-sYSTEM (as noted,
concrete concepts are not shown in Figure 2). With respect
to configuration, a finished individual system is complete
and specific such that it can be ordered from the manufac-
turer. Of course, it may still be updated, e.g., by adding
fillers to a role, subject to the rolCs at-most restriction.

A well-formed terminology should respect certain criteria
regarding abstract and concrete concepts. First, all leaf
concepts should be concrete. For the purposes of this paper,
all non-leaf concepts should be abstract. In configuration,
where the very goal is to describe a finished system with
finished components, etc., every concrete concept should
admit a finished instantiation as in Definition 6. It may also
be appropriate to require that all concrete concepts (leaves),
are mutually disjoint.

Assumptions and Goals for Recognition
Our predictive concept recognition methodology will make
two essential assumptions: CTA and a provisional assump-
tion of monotonic updates. We now define CTA precisely:
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Definition 7 Under the closed terminology assumption, it
is assumed that no concepts will be added to the terminol-
ogy during problem solving (by the application) and that
every individual will ultimately be finished according to
Definition 6.
CTA further implies that all relevant roles of concepts are
explicitly restricted, so roles not explicitly restricted by a
concept are assumed to be unsatisfiable. CTA is essential
for ruling out concepts that an individual cannot instantiate,
and thus drawing conclusions from the remainder. CTA
applies only at the level of concepts; we neither assume that
the set of individuals is closed, nor do we perform closed
world reasoning over individuals, as in (Donini et al. 1992).

By Definition 6, once an individual is finished, it will
bijectively instantiate at least one concrete concept. Such
¯ concepts are referred to as ultimate concepts:
Definition 8 Given that an individual, when finished, will
bijectively instantiate one or more concrete concepts, those
concepts are its ultimate concepts.
While an ultimate concept restricts every property of an
individual, it may do so at an abstract level, in the same
sense that COMPUTER-SYSTEM requires a processor, but only
constrains it to be some cPv. Furthermore, when a role of an
ultimate concept does not have a positive at-least restriction,
the individual may decline to fill that role by specifying an
at-most restriction of zero, e.g., (at-most 0 SECONq3ARY-
STORAGE) for a diskless workstation.

We also assume, provisionally, that an individual will be
updated monotonically:
Definition 9 Under the monotonic update assumption, it is
assumed that all updates of an individual will entail adding
base concepts and~or adding role restrictions (introducing
a restriction on a role or tightening an existing one).
This assumption is essential for conclusions based on the in-
dividual’s current description. Still, if it proves unfounded,
we can back out of it gracefully.

Our first major goal for predictive recognition is to track
the potential instantiation relationships between an individ-
ual and concepts in the terminology while the individual
is being specified. Given our assumptions, a concept can
be categorized as either necessary, optional, or impossible,
relative to an individual’s current description:
Definition 10 Concept C is necessary with respect to indi-
vidual I iffI instantiates C.
Definition 11 Concept C is optional with respect to indi-
vidual I iffI does not instantiate C but can be monotonically
updated to do so.
A concept is possible if it is either necessary or optional.
Otherwise it is impossible:
Definition 12 Concept C is impossible with respect to indi-
vidual I iffI neither instantiatesC nor can be monotonically
updated to do so.

Another major goal is to exploit the neces-
sary/optional/impossible trichotomy to provide information
and to derive additional constraints on an individual from
the commonality among its optional concepts.

Closed Terminology Consistency
During configuration, we want to know which concepts are
CTA-consistent with a partially described individual, and
which are not, so we can distinguish between its possible
and impossible concepts. CTA is vital to our methodology:
CTA holds that an individual must eventually be finished in
accord with Definition 6. Thus, an individual can be mono-
tonically updated to instantiate concept C under CTA iff it
can be monotonically updated to bijectively instantiate an
explicitly defined concept (perhaps Citself) when it does so.
We are also concerned with CTA-consistency between con-
cepts, both in this section, to help decide CTA-consistency
of value restrictions on roles, and later, to help speed recog-
nition. We decide CTA-consistency via the mutually recur-
sire definitions that follow. For a pair of concepts, we must
consider two cases. First, a pair of concepts are directly
consistent under CTA whenever a bijective instantiation of
one can also instantiate the other. To capture this case, we
introduce a direct consistency inference from concept C1 to
concept C2, written C1 ~ C2:

Definition 13 C1 ~ C2 iff
1. primitives(C 1) C primitives(C2)
2. No primitive of C1 is disjoint from any primitive of C2
3. restricted-roles(C1) CC_ restricted-roles(C2)
4. For every role R on restricted-roles(C1), Rcl and Rc2

are CTA-consistent
Intuitively, C1 ~-, C2 demonstrates that the primitives and
role restrictions of C2 admit a bijective instantiation of C2
which also instantiates C1. For example, IBM-PROCESSOR-
DEVICE ~ COMPUTER-SYSTEM; even though neither one
subsumes the other, some individual computer systems may
have IBM-CPU processors. Direct CTA-consistency between
concepts can occur in either direction:
Definition 14 Concepts C1 and C2 are directly CTA-
consistent iff C1 ~ C2 or C2 ~ C1.

We must also define CTA-consistency for roles:

Definition 15 Roles Rx andre are CTA-consistent iff
1. Their cardinality restrictions intersect
2. If at-least(Rx) > 0 or at-Ieast(Ry) > O, then value-

restriction(Rx) and value-restriction(Re) are 
consistent

3. ] fillers(Rx) U fillers(Re) < minimum(at-most(Rx),
at-most(Re))

4. Every filler of Rx is CTA-consistent with value-
restriction(Ry), and every filler of Re is CTA-consistent
with value-restriction(Rx)

When R x and R r" are CTA-consistent, their restrictions can
be simultaneously satisfied under CTA. Clearly, the proces-
sor and operating-system roles of UNIPROCESSOR-SYSTEM
and U~nX-~JSC-SYSTnM are CTA-consistent. In addition,
both concepts inherit their primitives and their remain-
ing role restrictions from a common source, COMPUTER-
SYSTEM, SO UNIPROCESSOR-SYSTEM ~ UNIX-RISC-SYSTEM
(and vice versa). We conclude that they are CTA-consistent.

14
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There is a second, indirect case of CTA-consistency be-
tween concepts. Even if two concepts are not directly con-
sistent, their consistency may still be explicitly sanctioned
by a third concept consistent with both. This situation can
arise when each concept has a primitive or restricted role
that the other lacks. For example, mM-CPU lacks a technol-
ogy role and RISC-CPU lacks a vendor role. Only from the
existence of IBM-RISC-CPU Can we conclude that they are
CTA-consistent. As a result, we have:
Definition 16 Concepts C1 and C2 are indirectly CTA-
consistent iff there exists an explicitly defined concept C3
such that C1 ~ C3, C2 ,---. C3, and for every role R restricted
by both C1 and C2, Rc~ and Rc2 are CTA-consistent.
Definition 16 ensures that C1 and C2 are separately consis-
tent with C3, and if restrictions on C1 and C2 interact, they
do so in a mutually consistent way. Hence, an instance of C3
can simultaneously instantiate C1 and C2. Combining the
direct and indirect cases, CTA-consistency identifies pairs
of concepts that can be instantiated sirnultaneously:
Definition 17 Concepts C1 and C2 are CTA-consistent iff
they are directly or indirectly CTA-consistent.

This definition is justified as follows:
Theorem 1 Under CTA, the extensions of concepts C1 and
C2 intersect iff they are CTA-consistent.

Now we examine CTA-consistency between an individ-
ual and a concept. We again distinguish between direct and
indirect cases. A direct consistency inference from indi-
vidual I to concept C, written I ~ C, essentially duplicates
Definition 13:

Definition 18 I ~ C iff
1. primitives(I) C primitives(C)
2. No primitive of I is disjoint from any primitive of C
3. restricted-roles(I) C_ restricted-roles(C)
4. For every role R on restricted-roles(I), RI and Rc are

CTA-consistent
Direct consistency follows immediately:
Definition 19 Individual I and concept C are directly CTA-
consistent iffI ~ C.
Intuitively, direct consistency of an individual with a con-
cept establishes that the individual can bijectlvely instantiate
the concept, perhaps after monotonic updates. Consider:

(create-individual co MPr..rrER-S~/~-r r_M45
(and COMPIJTER-SYSTEM (aU processor RISC-CPU)))

Although COMPU’l~R-SYSTEM45 is directly consistent
with both RISC-MULTIPROCESSOR-SYSTEM and DUAL-IBM-
PROCESSOR-SYSTEM, it instantiates neither: regarding
DUAL-IBM-PROCESSOR-SYSTEM, its processor role is neither
restricted to IBM-CPU fillers nor a cardinality of exactly 2,
and regarding RISC-MULTIPROCESSOR-SYSTEM, the cardinal-
ity of its processor role is not known to be at least 2.

In the context of a terminology, the fact that an indi-
vidual is directly consistent with some concept may imply
consistency with other concepts. Clearly, individual I is
indirectly CTA-consistent with concept C if there exists a

concept C~ such that I ~ C~ and C~ =~ C, i.e., if I can
be monotonically updated to instantiate C~ then it can be
monotonically updated to instantiate any concept that sub-
sumes C~. For example, COMPLrIER-SYSTEM45 is directly
consistent with DUAL-IBM-PROCESSOR-SYSTEM but not with
IBM-PROCESSOR-DEVICE. However, COMPUTER-SYSTEM45
is indirectly consistent with IBM-PROCESSOR-DEVICE be-
cause the latter subsumes DUAL-IBM-PROCESSOR-SYSTEM.
Not all indirectly consistent concepts can be identified via
subsumption (but see the next section). Consider:

(create-individual COMPUTER-SYS~67
(and COMPt,rrER-SYSTEM (exactly 1 processor)))

We can not make a direct consistency inference from
COMPUTER-SYSTEM67 tO IBM-PROCESSOR-DEVICE, e.g., be-
cause primitives(COMPUTER-SYSTEM67) ~ primitives(IBM-
PROCE, SSOR-DEVICE), or tO its only subsumee, DUAL-IBM-
PROCESSOR-SYSTEM, because the cardinality restrictions on
their processor roles don’t intersect. Still, we can monoton-
ically update COMPUTER-SYSTEM67 tO directly instantlate
UNIPROCF_SSOR-SYSTEM such that it also instantiates IBM-
PROCF_.SSOR-DEVICE, by adding the restriction (all processor
IBM-CPU). To generalize, if individual I can potentially in-
stantiate concept C~ so it also instantiates concept C, then I
is indirectly consistent with C via C~:
Definition 20 Individual I and concept C are indirectly
CTA-consistent iff there exists a concept C’ such that
I ~ C ~, C ~ C ~, and for every role R restricted by both I
and C, RI and Pc: are CTA-consistent.
Either directly or indirectly, CTA-consistency identifies the
concepts an individual might instantiate once it is finished:
Definition21 Individual I and concept C are CTA-
consistent iff they are directly or indirectly CTA-consistent.
We say that Ipotentially instantiates C when they are CTA-
consistent. The correctness of CTA-consistency is estab-
lished by the following:
Theorem 2 Under CTA, individual I can be monotonically
updated to instantiate concept C iff I and C are CTA-
consistent.

Terminology Augmentation
Testing indirect consistency straight from Definition 20
would mean run-time search for a concept C’ through which
indirection is licensed. However, notice that when individ-
ual I instantiates concepts C and Ct simultaneously, it must
instantlate their conjunction. This insight will allow us to
quickly identify all cases of indirect consistency by travers-
ing explicit subsumption links in the taxonomy. We can
augment the terminology with concepts for K-REP’S internal
use as follows (these auxiliary concepts are not considered
part of the domain model, so they do not violate CTA):
Definition 22 A terminology is augmented iff for all con-
cepts C 1 and C2 such that C 1 ~ C2, there exists an explicitly
defined concept C3 such that C3 = C1 A C2.
When C1 subsumes or is subsumed by C2, we do nothing
because the subsumee is their conjunction. As an example,
recalling that uNn’R~SOR-SYSTEM (C1) ~ UNW-R~SC-
SYSTEM (C2), we would add their conjunction (C3), defined:

15
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Figure 4: Initial, Intermediate, and Final Recognition States

(andCOMPUTER-SYSTEM
(the processor RISC-CPU)
(the operating-system UNIX))

After augmentation, two concepts are CTA-consistent just
in case they have a common subsumee (subsumption is
reflexive). Consequently, we can reduce the indirect aspect
of consistency testing to subsumption checking:

Definition 23 Individual I is indirectly CTA-consistent
with concept C in an augmented terminology iff there exists
a concept C ’ such that I ~ C ’ and C’ :e~ C.

With an augmented terminology, Definition 23 is correct:

Theorem 3 Under CTA and with an augmented terminol-
ogy, individual I can be monotonically updated to instantiate
concept C iffI and C are CTA-consistent using Definition 23
for indirect consistency instead of Definition 20.

Under CTA and our monotonic update assumption, an in-
dividual is always directly consistent with its ultimate con-
cept(s), which are concrete according to Definition 6. Thus,
we can improve on Definition 22 by limiting augmentation
to cases where 6"2 is a concrete concept. We need only aug-
ment a terminology once, after its development concludes
and before problem solving begins. The possible drawback
of augmentation is degraded performance due to prolifer-
ation of system-defined concepts. The number of system-
defined concepts in an augmented terminology should be
manageable in practice, assuming sufficiently distinct prim-
itiveness and role restrictions among user-defined concepts.

Recognition via Terminology Partitioning
Given an individual I, a KB, and our assumptions, predictive
recognition determines each concept’s status, or modality,
with respect to I. Recall that concept C is necessary if I
instantiates C, else optional if I can be monotonically up-
dated to instantiate C, else impossible. These definitions
implicitly partition the taxonomy into regions as in Fig-
ure 4, where necessary, optional, and impossible concepts
are black, gray, and white, respectively. Such a partition
constitutes the recognition state of I. As an individual is
incrementally updated, we can track its recognition state.
Initially, all concepts are optional except the vacuous root
concept, THrNo, which is trivially necessary. The monotonic
update assumption implies that each update will change the
modality of zero or more optional concepts to necessary or
impossible, so the necessary and impossible regions expand
as the individual is updated, further confining the optional
region. Finally, (at least) one concrete concept and its an-
cestors are necessary; the remainder are impossible. (It is
straightforward to test if an update is nonmonotonic. Then,
we may need to re-expand the optional region. For brevity,
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we only elaborate here on monotonic updates.) Our ob-
jective is to efficiently bound the portion of the taxonomy
containing optional concepts, thereby limiting the number
of concepts that must be directly compared with the indi-
vidual. We exploit the terminology’s subsumption-based
organization in two ways. First, the current partition is
used to compute the next one. Second, the consequences
of comparing an individual with a concept are propagated
to other concepts, so those other concepts need not be di-
rectiy compared with the individual. To these ends, we
distinguish three sets of concepts: (1) the most specific nec-
essary concepts (MSNs), (2) the most general optional 
cepts (MGOs), and (3) the most specific optional concepts
(MSOs). The frontiers of the optional region are maintained
by the MGOs and the MSOs. Those sets need not be dis-
joint. The MSNs serve to speed computation of the MSOs.
Initially, the MSN set contains the root concept THINe, the
MGO set contains TmNG’S children, and the MSO set con-
tains the leaf concepts. When an individual is updated, our
algorithm operates in three successive phases to update the
MSNs, MSOs, and MGOs, respectively. The first phase dis-
covers all newly necessary concepts, the second all newly
impossible ones. The third simply prepares the new MGOs
for the MSN phase of the next round of incremental recog-
nition. Due to limited space, readers are referred to (Weida
1996) for further details of the algorithm. As an example,
an initial configuration description might be:

(create-individual COMPUTER-SY~qhM89
(andCOMPUTER-SYSTEM

(at-least 2 processor)
(at-least I secondary-storage)))

For this example, suppose that IBM-PROCESSOR-DEVICE is
omitted from the terminology of Figure 2. Then, the neces-
sary concepts are THING, SYSTEM and COMPUTER-SYSTEM.
The optional ones are DUALPROCESSOR-SYSTEM, DUAL-
IBM-PROCESSOR-SYSTEM, UNIX-RISC-SYSTEM, and RISC-
MULTIPROCESSOR-SYSTEM. The remainder are impossible.
This recognition state is captured as:

MSNs = {COMPS-SYSTEM}
MGOs= {DUALPROCESSOR-SYSTEM, UNIX-RISC-SYSTEM,

RIS C-MULTIPROCESSOR-SYSTEM}
MSOs = {DUAL-IBM-PROCESSOR-SY~, UNIX-RISC-SYS~,

RISC-MULTIPRO CESSO R-SY~}

This recognition state indicates precisely which concepts
COMPUTER-SYSTEM89 might eventually instantiate. No-
tice that UNIPROCESSOR-SYSTEM and DISIO.~-qS-SYSTEM are
ruled out, as are many other concepts, e.g., COMPANY. If the
user now specifies exactly 4 processors, the ensuing recog-
nition state will also rule out DUALPROCESSOR-SYSTEM and
DUAL-IBM-PROCESSOR-SYSTEM:
MSNs = {COMPtn’ER-SYSTEM}
MGOs= {UNIX-RISC-SY~ RISC-MULTIPROCESSOR-SYSTEM}
MSOs = {UNIX-RISC-SYSTEM, RlSC-MULTIPROCESSOR-SYSTEM}
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Notice how the MGOs succinctly capture the most gen-
eral choices available in the current state. A user interface
can guide the user to choose a subset of the MGOs that
describe the desired system.

We have experimented with our partitioning algorithm
using a small but realistic configuration terminology. It was
developed by an independent group and engineered for a
configuration system that uses a K-REP KB. The terminol-
ogy has 501 concepts, including 270 leaves. Although space
limitations preclude much detail, performance is easily fast
enough for interactive applications. In one experiment,
a program conducts predictive recognition while incremen-
tally instantiating each leaf concept in turn. The recognition
algorithm spends 86 percent of its time in the MSO phase,
13 percent in the MSN phase, and only 1 percent in theMGO

. phase. The "bushiness" of the concept taxonomy, plus the
inherently bottom-up nature of the MSO search, explains
why most time is devoted to finding MSO concepts.

Constraint Derivation
We now take advantage of predictive recognition to derive
additional constraints (primitives and/or role restrictions)
on an individual. Suppose the terminology is partitioned
according to the current description of some individual, 1.
If I does not bijectively instantiate an MSN concept which
is concrete, then by CTA, I will ultimately instantiate some
optional concept. Therefore, the commonality among MGO
concepts constitutes a set of implicit constraints imposed on
I by the closed terminology. Cohen, et al., showed how
to compute the least common subsumer (LCS) of a set 
concepts (Cohen, Borgicla, & Hirsh 1992). LCS(MGOs)
is a concept representing just their commonality (we never
use the LCS concept for any other purpose, so it is not
permanently installed in the terminology). Any constraint
on LCS(MGOs) not reflected in I should be added to 1. The
basic strategy is, until arriving at a fixed point, repeatedly:

1. Compute LCS(MGOs)
2. If LCS(MGOs) implies further constraints on 

(a) Fold LCS(MGOs) into/’s description, 
(b) Update the recognition state of/

Since each iteration of this process can add but never remove
restrictions, it must eventually terminate. Thus, K-PEP may
be able to infer constraints on I after it is first created and
whenever it is updated. Similar reasoning applies recur-
sively to fillers of l’s roles.

Recall COMPUTER-SYSTEM89’S second recognition state
in the previous section. Since the only MSN con-
cept (i.e,, COMPUTER-SYSTEM) is not concrete, COMPtn’ER-
SYSTEM89 will eventually instantiate at least one MGO con-
cept. LCS({UNtX-~SC-SYSTEM, P, aSC-MULTIPROCESSOI~-
SYSTEM}) ~ (and COMPIYrER-SYSTEM (all processor msc-
cPu)). Hence, K-PEP discovers that COMPIYIER-SYSTF_,M89’S
processors must be of type PdSC-CPU. This conclusion can
only come from CTA reasoning. Thus, future choices re-
garding the processors will be suitably constrained.

The preceding was simplified for clarity; we can often do
better. For details and further examples, see ONeida 1996).
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Open vs. Closed Terminologies
CTA limits the concepts that an individual can instantiate,
perhaps after monotonic update, since ultimately it must bi-
jectively instantiate an explicitly defined concrete concept.
That requirement also imposes constraints on an individual’s
description e.g., the combination of roles it may restrict and
the particulars of those role restrictions. Consider the fol-
lowing individual, which instantiates IBM-PdSC-CPU, even
though IBM-RISC-CPU isn’t stated as a base concept:

(create-individual IBM-RISC-CPU86
(and CPU (fills vendor IBM) (the technology RlSC)))

Under OTA, IBM-RISC-CPU86 is in the extension of both
IBM-CPU and PdSC-CPO, whether or not mM-PdSC-CPU is ex-
plicitly defined. Now suppose for the remainder of this
paragraph that our terminology does not contain mM-RISC-
CPU. Then, under CTA, IBM-RISC-CPU86 is not allowable,
and indeed no individual cPU can be both an IBM-CPU and a
edSC-CPU. (Since restricted-r01es(mM-CPU) is neither a sub-
set nor a superset of restricted-roles(RISC-CPU), no bijective
instantiation of one can also instantiate the other. Also,
they would have no common subsumee.) Thus, CTA re-
stricts the extensions of IBM-CPU and RISC-CPU. In general,
a concept’s extension under CTA is a subset of its extension
under OTA. Furthermore, all CTA-consistency relationships
must hold under OTA, but the converse is not true. For ex-
ample, IBM-PROC~SOR-DEVICE and UNIX-RISC-SYSTEM are
OTA-consistent. Without the presence of mM-RISC-CPU,
they would not be CTA-consistent, because their processor
roles would not have CTA-consistent value restrictions. For
further examples and discussion, see (Weida 1996).

Finally, constraint derivation via the LCS inference de-
pends crucially on CTA. Without CTA, the "optional" con-
cepts might include any number of concepts not explicitly
defined in the terminology. Consequently, taking the LCS
of optional known concepts in order to derive constraints on
an individual would be entirely unjustified.

Related and Future Work
Previous work shows that DL is well suited to configura-
tion problems. The BEACON configurator based on KNET
reached the advanced prototype stage (Searls & Norton
1990). In (Owsnicki-Klewe 1988), the entire configura-
tion problem was cast as a matter of maintaining internal
KB consistency, i.e., logical contradictions should follow
from all invalid configurations but no valid ones. This goal
is more ambitious than ours or that of (Wright et aI. 1993).
However, (Owsnicki-Klewe 1988) considered only "an (ad-
mittedly limited) example." PROSE (Wright et al. 1993) is
a successfully deployed configurator featuring product KBs
written in CLASSIC (Borgida et aI. 1989). Like BEACON
and PROSE, Our work positions the DL system as a product
knowledge reasoner-- a key module in a larger configurator
architecture, i.e., the DL system maintains internal KB con-
sistency during configuration but relies on configuration-
specific modules for further reasoning. We share the PROSE
developers’ views that (1) DL fosters a reasonable, even
natural approach to product knowledge representation, and
(2) knowledge engineering efforts benefit from enforcing
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internal KB consistency, However, no previous work has
pursued CTA reasoning in DL.

This work draws on a predictive recognition method-
ology for constraint networks representing rich tempo-
ral patterns, e.g., plans (Weida & Litman 1992; 1994;
Weida 1996). Our terminology partitioning algorithm
bears some resemblance to the candidate-elimination al-
gorithm of (Mitchell 1982), however candidate-elimination
uses explicit negative examples to exclude concepts, while
we derive the concepts to be excluded using CTA. Also,
candidate-elimination operates on sets of different positive
and negative examples, while we are concerned with suc-
cessive descriptions of the same (positive) instance.

Some inferences described above are syntactic in nature,
thus dependent on the DL language under consideration.
.Our framework appears extensible for the remaining DL
operators used in PROSE (Wright et al. 1993), among oth-
ers. We are not yet concerned with disjunction and negation
operators because K-REP does not support them, but it is ad-
mittedly unclear how efficiently they can be incorporated in
the present framework. Importantly, CLASSIC has achieved
great success in the configuration arena without supporting
either disjunction or negation (Wright et al. 1993).

We are investigating a formal semantics for CTA reason-
ing in DL based on circumscription. There is an interest-
ing analogy with Kautz’s use of circumscription to close
an event hierarchy for deductive plan recognition (Kautz
1991): Kautz’s hierarchy is composed of events related by
steps; our concept taxonomy is composed of concepts re-
lated by roles.

Conclusion
This paper presents a predictive concept recognition
methodology for DL which demonstrates, for the first time,
the value of CTA reasoning. These ideas apply to tasks
such as system configuration where all relevant concepts
are known during problem solving. No previous work has
differentiated between the knowledge engineering and prob-
lem solving phases of terminology usage in DL. Our con-
figuration application led us to introduce the distinction be-
tween abstract and concrete concepts to DL, so we can judge
when an individual’s description may be finished. It also
led us to devise inferences for characterizing the complete-
ness and specificity of incremental instantiation, i.e., bijec-
tire and finished instantiation. We take advantage of the
closed terminology and its subsumption-based organization
in several ways. As an individual system is incrementally
specified, we efficiently track the types of systems that may
result via CTA-consistency inferences, which are stronger
than OTA-consistency inferences. We incrementally parti-
tion the terminology by categorizing concepts as necessary,
optional, or impossible with respect to the system’s current
specification, based respectively on instantiation, potential
instantiation, or lack thereof. This information is inher-
entiy useful for both user and configuration engine. We also
exploit the current partition through novel use of the LCS
inference to derive constraints on the system implied by the
KB under CTA. Similar reasoning applies recursively to the
system’s components. Finally, we take advantage of derived

constraints to inform the user and configuration engine, and
to appropriately guide future choices. This work is imple-
mented in K-REP. Although we focused on configuration,
our methodology is domain-independent.
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